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Consolidated
Appropriations
Act of 2021
contains numerous 
bankruptcy
related provisions

By Jana S. Pail and 
Abagale Steidl

After much pushback and hand-
wringing on all political sides, the
$900 billion COVID-19 relief package
was enacted into law at the end of
December 2020. The legislation is known
as the Consolidated Appropriations
Act of 2021 (CAA 2021), and contains
a slew of bankruptcy related provisions
affecting both consumer and commercial
bankruptcy filings. The changes are
temporary and will sunset on certain
varied dates.

The bill provides financial support
for individuals and families which
could potentially serve to blunt or
delay a run on consumer bankruptcy
services. These include a one time
$600 per person stimulus payment to
those whose incomes totaled less than
$75,000 based on 2019 income (or
$112,500 for head of household and
$150,000 for couples filing jointly) and
provides a $600 payment for each
child, 16 years of age and younger,
who were claimed on the parents’ last
filed tax return. Unemployment
insurance is being expanded once
again, to include a $300 per week bonus
allotment through March 14, 2021, as
well as extensions for eligibility to gig
and self-employed workers. It has
been directed that this additional
stimulus payment should not be
considered in the bankruptcy Means
Test calculation for the last six months
of a debtor’s income.

Pa. Supreme Court updates CLE requirements for 2021

By ACBA Staff

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
has again updated its CLE requirement
for 2021, ruling that attorneys may
earn all 12 of their credits for the year
via distance learning this year.
Synchronous CLEs – such as ACBA
Live Webinar CLEs – count as “live”
programs, and the credits earned
from those programs can be carried
over to future compliance periods,
following the same rules as traditional
classroom CLEs. 

A list of upcoming ACBA Live
Webinar CLEs can be found at
ACBA.org/CLE-Events/Events-and-
Programs.

The credits earned from previously
recorded online programs – such as
the ACBA’s Online CLEs – can be used
to satisfy all 2021 requirements, but

those credits cannot be carried over to
future compliance periods. The ACBA’s
Online CLE Center can be visited at
cle.acba.org.

The entire 2021 Distance Learning
Policy for CLE can be read by visiting
pacle.org/assets/pdfs/pacle-update-
covid.pdf. n

Health and Wellness Committee
offering free Friday yoga sessions
By Ron Cichowicz

The Health and Wellness Committee
is again offering ACBA members free
online yoga sessions at noon on the
first Friday of each month which
began Feb. 5 and will continue through
June. The sessions are appropriate for
all levels of experience with yoga and
offer an excellent workout for both
mind and body. The next session will
be on Friday, March 5.

Sessions will be led by ACBA member
Lisa Standish, an attorney and a yoga
instructor at Salt Power Yoga, who
offered a similar program through the
Health and Wellness Committee last
year and who regularly teaches yoga
at the annual Bench-Bar Conference.
The sessions will offer a cardio,
strength and stretching workout while
also allowing for meditation. Each
session will run between 45 minutes
and one hour. 

“The sessions will provide a mix of
breath and movement,” said Standish.
“The movement will stretch and
strengthen the muscles, while the breath
work will help your mind. At the conclusion
of each session, individuals often will
experience a feeling of peacefulness.”

Standish, who admits that at one
time in her career she felt “super
stressed,” has been teaching yoga
since 2012. She says yoga has
helped her work with her clients in
a better way and it can do the same
for others. 

“Yoga is beneficial for anyone,” she
said. “It’s not important how well you
do a pose, or if you do the pose at all,
but rather it is important that you
breathe in and out. You don’t even
have to get sweaty. Noon on Friday is
a great time to do this. It gives you a
break in your day and it enables you to
focus on being present and to shut out
all other distractions.”

Among the many benefits of yoga
include mindfulness and improved
focus, balance between the right and
left sides of the brain and improved
physical health through stretching
and strengthening techniques. 

“As the stress and the uncertainty
of the pandemic continue, we thought

reviving free yoga sessions for our
members would be a way that we
could help relieve some of the strain,”
said Christina Daub, ACBA Director
of Membership and CLE. “We are
grateful to Lisa Standish for so
generously agreeing to teach these
sessions for the ACBA yet again.”

While Standish recommends that
participants wear loose-fitting clothes
to allow better movement, each
person can decide his or her level of
participation.

Sessions are free but pre-registration
is required. Registrants will be
emailed the Zoom link the morning of
each session. For more information or
to register, visit ACBA.org/calendar. n

Continued on page 6

In order to serve the needs of their clients, attorneys partner with an array of businesses, vendors, expert  
witnesses and consultants. Through our Expert and Vendor Guide, the ACBA aims to help attorneys find
the right business partners to help their practices excel.
This publication lists dozens of business contacts – organized by business category – that Pittsburgh-area
attorneys frequently partner with. This publication is distributed to ACBA membership via email four times 
per year, and it is available 24/7 at ACBA.org/EVG. Vendors interested in being listed in future editions of 
the Expert and Vendor Guide should contact Brian Knavish, the ACBA’s Director of Marketing and Media
Relations, at bknavish@acba.org or 412-402-6620.
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Resolution.to 
ConflictFrom 

Mediation
Arbitration

Case Evaluation

Carole

Alternative Dispute Resolution

Employment • Commercial/Business • Professional Liability • Energy

412.916.4874 • carolekatz.com

Carole Katz helps businesses and people
resolve conflicts in less time, through 
processes that give parties and their 
lawyers more control over the outcome.

THE FULL TEXT AND HEADNOTES FOR THE CASES BELOW APPEAR IN
THE ONLINE, SEARCHABLE PLJ OPINIONS LOCATED AT WWW.ACBA.ORG.

l a w y e r s
J o u r n a l

Gender Bias Duty Officers
If you (attorneys or law students) have
observed or experienced any form of gender
bias in your role as an attorney or law
student intern, you may contact any one of
the following members of the Gender Bias
Subcommittee of the Women in the Law
Division on a daily basis. The duty officers
will keep your report confidential and will
discuss with you actions available through
the subcommittee.

Kimberly Brown......................412-394-7995
kabrown@jonesday.com

Jeanine DeBor ........................412-396-5215
deborj@duq.edu

Rhoda Neft ..............................412-606-8387
rhoda.neft@gmail.com

Ethics Hotline
The ACBA Professional Ethics Committee
“Ethics Hotline” makes available Committee
Members to answer ethical questions by
telephone on a daily basis.

February
John F. Becker ........................412-921-1605

Dawn Gull ................................412-440-5718

Matthew McHale ....................412-644-3500

March
Darth M. Newman ..................412-436-3443

Ernest B. Orsatti ....................412-338-1145
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Welcome New Members
The following new ACBA members were approved at

the Jan. 19, 2021 Board of Governors meeting: 

Active Members:

Jessica F. Argenti, Esq.
Renel Datulma, Esq.
Jacob A. Deane, Esq.
Kathryn M. Flynn, Esq.
Carrie R. Garrison, Esq.
Eric A. Iamurri, Esq.
Brandon B. Jewart, Esq.
Eleanora M. Kaloyeropoulou, Esq.
Robert J. Karlavage, Esq.
Marissa B. Levin, Esq.
Joseph R. Lewis, III, Esq.
Taylor R. Mosley, Esq.
Ryan P. Phillips, Esq.
Jarred Sheinberg, Esq.
Samantha Smyth, Esq.
William M. Supowitz, Esq.
Jennifer W. Watson, Esq.
Jordan N. Winslow, Esq.
Eric S. Wyant, II, Esq.

Active Government/Legal Services Members:

Kaitlyn Burns, Esq.
Michael A. Green, Esq.
Sarah E. Linder, Esq.
Jacob T. Naylor, Esq.
Madeline W. Sheerer, Esq.
Brittney S. Zeller, Esq.

Law Student Members:

Shelby Bennett
Hanna Brourman
Desiree A. Bsales
Alexander J. Curran
Antonia M. Gelorme
Evan J. Lingafelt
Benjamin S. Mantica
Sydney Mengel
Alayna Roberts
Cassandra M. Scanlon
Jacqueline M. Stalnaker
Madeline T. Stuchell

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Jamour Hillard, Todd, J. .......................................................................................................................Page 29
Criminal Appeal—Decertification—Waiver—Act 33—Robbery—Aggravated Assault—Due Process

Defendant raises both procedural due process and substantive due process objections to the denial of decertification
to juvenile court when expert found juvenile amenable to rehabilitation. 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Arthur Lamont Henderson, Mariani, J. ..............................................................................................Page 32
Criminal Appeal—Post-Conviction—Motion to Compel

Defendant from 2012 case asked the Department of Court Records for production of various records from his case
pursuant to the Right to Know Law, but such law does not apply to these records.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Derek Michael Turner, Mariani, J. .....................................................................................................Page 33
Criminal Appeal—Suppression—POSS/PWID—Investigatory Stop of Vehicle—Marijuana Smell

Defendant challenges the denial of his motion to suppress as the only evidence put forth to support the stop
was the smell of marijuana coming from the vehicle.

Market Your Practice Online with the ACBA
Need new clients? We’ll help bring them to you.

For information about how the Lawyer Referral Service can help more clients find YOU,
please contact Whitney Hughes at 412-402-6703 or whughes@acba.org. For a closer look

at this unique Pittsburgh legal service, please visit www.GetAPittsburghLawyer.com.
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income do you have set aside to ride
out the storm? In other words, how
many years can you go without having
to sell any equities from your portfolio?
We can call this portion of your
portfolio a bucket strategy, safety net,
war chest or whatever you prefer.

I think of risk this way because,
over the years, I have observed that
retirees do not think about their
portfolio in any hypothetical
way.  They want to know, based on
their portfolio, how long would a
market downturn have to last before
their lifestyle requires a pay cut? 

The shorter the time frame, the
higher the risk. It really is that simple.

While I think overall asset allocation
is important to know, having an
estimate of how many years of needed
income the fixed income portion can
provide is a much more relevant and
easy-to-understand measure of risk
in retirement.

For example, if you need to
withdraw $40,000 per year from your
portfolio and have $300,000 in fixed
income, then you have a hypothetical
safety net of 7.5 years. Another way of
thinking about this is that you are
giving the equity portion of your
portfolio about 7.5 years to recover.
If you have the same $300,000 in
fixed-income and only withdraw
$30,000 per year, then you have a 10-
year safety net. That is much easier to
understand than a risk score of 77,
don’t you think?

To put these numbers in perspective,
from the market highs of 2007, it took
about 5.5 years before the market
reached all-time highs again, excluding

dividends. I am not saying this is what
you should aim for, but it can provide
some helpful historical context.

How many years of a safety net do
you need to feel comfortable in
retirement? The less you withdraw
relative to your total portfolio value
results in more flexibility as to how
you ultimately allocate your portfolio.
There is no single right answer. The
key is finding the right balance for
you while ensuring you have enough
in growth assets for the long-run.

Thinking of investment risk in
terms of “years of income” before you
may require a lifestyle change can
add significantly more clarity to your
retirement. Additionally, reframing
investment risk in retirement can
shift the focus away from short-term
market volatility and more toward
enjoying life regardless of what’s
happening in the market.

While we inherently know that the
market apocalypse du jour is a farce,
as humans, we need space to be able

to deal with these market collapses
since we know that the storms of the
market will come at some point – we
just don’t know when. By reframing
risk in terms of “years of income,” you
may find increased confidence in your
retirement plan as you ride out the
next market downturn. n

Ashby Daniels is a Financial Advisor
with Shorebridge Wealth Management.
To subscribe to his weekly articles, visit
retirementfieldguide.com. This article is
not advice. Securities offered through
Raymond James Financial Services,
Inc., member FINRA/SIPC. Shorebridge
Wealth Management is not a registered
broker dealer and is independent of
Raymond James Financial Services.
Investment advisory services offered
through Raymond James Financial
Services Advisors, Inc. Investing
involves risk and you may incur a profit
or loss regardless of strategy selected.
Past performance may not be indicative
of future results.

Rethinking investment risk in retirement
By Ashby Daniels

Investors love to talk about risk.
What’s the downside of risk? How can
you hedge your risk? How can I
evaluate the risks in my portfolio?
Should we address investment risk in
retirement the same way we did
during the accumulation phase? What
about my personal risk tolerance?

These days, risk tolerance question-
naires are all the rage and there are
companies springing up out of
nowhere trying to cash in on this CYA
idea. Many of them are even willing to
brand you with a specific risk number
– whatever that is.

What was once a mundane compliance
headache is now fashionable. Everyone
loves to have a specific number
attached to them because, for some
reason, it makes us more comfortable.
If it’s calculated – regardless of how
it’s calculated – it must be accurate. It
must mean something. It must be
valuable. Depending on the company
you choose to run your risk number, it
may be anywhere from 0-99 or 0-10
or whatever.

Don’t get me wrong. For folks still
in the accumulation phase of life, this
can be a useful exercise. But once you
are in retirement, those numbers
mean little in my opinion. I believe
there is a much simpler way to think
about investment risk in retirement.

Calculating Investment Risk in
Retirement

“If it all goes to hell in a handbasket”
as they say, how many years of

412-281-2200
www.gislaw.com 310 Grant St., Ste. 700, Grant Bldg., Pgh., PA 15219

Gismondi
& associates

Quality…Experience…Results… 
It’s what your clients deserve. 

Auto Accidents Personal Injury

Looking to hire an attorney, paralegal,
legal assistant, legal secretary or

legal administrator?
Post your employment opportunity

on jobs.acba.org.
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Virtual escape room happy
hour to be held Feb. 25

By Zandy Dudiak

For less than the cost of a glass of
wine or bottle of craft beer, members
can participate in a happy hour this
month unlike any other ever offered
by the ACBA.

For just $5, ACBA members can
join their colleagues at “Escape the
Winter Blues – Virtual Escape Game,”
an interactive, live, team building
experience. The event, sponsored by
Network Deposition Services, will be
held from 5 to 6:30 p.m. on Thursday,
Feb. 25.

“It’s a nice opportunity to do
something different than just a
normal happy hour,” said Amy Giesy,
Manager of ACBA Member Services

& Events. “More than anything else,
it’s a different opportunity for
networking and teamwork.”

The virtual escape room puzzle
game – Boobano Farm – is the creation
of Mad Genius Escape Co. of Portland,
Ore. which, prior to the pandemic, offered
in-person escape room experiences.
The pandemic forced the company to
explore ways to recreate an escape
room without in-person contact.

“We’ve tried to design it to be as
close to an escape room as you can in
this virtual world,” said Katie Lewis,
co-owner of Mad Genius Escape Rooms.
“We wanted to build something that
was a break from the seriousness.”

49,071 
Active Lawyers 
in Pennsylvania1

9,155 
Active Lawyers 
in Allegheny County1

7,845 
Active Lawyers 
in Pittsburgh1

1 Top 50  
Pittsburgh Employment 
& Labor Super Lawyer2

Employment Law Attorneys
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
(412) 338-1195 | www.rothmangordon.com

SAMUEL CORDES has been recognized by 
Martindale-Hubbell®, The Best Lawyers in 
America®, Pennsylvania Super Lawyers®, The 
College of Labor and Employment Lawyers, and 
Lawdragon for excellence in Employment & 
Labor Law. When you need experience, tenacity, 
and smarts. When you need the best.

Sources:   1Disciplinary Board of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania 
2Pennsylvania Super Lawyers, as seen in the June Pittsburgh Magazine

Is pleased to welcome 

Michael W. Calder
as a shareholder of the firm. 

CaringLawyers.com

CLE webinar to unpack 100+
trial preparation tips for solo
and small-firm attorneys

By Meghan Swartz

From vetting witnesses to conceiving
a trial theme, attorneys will uncover
over 100 constructive tips in Trial
Preparation for Solo and Small Firm
Attorneys, a one-Ethics credit Live
Webinar CLE running from 12 to 1 p.m.
on Thurs., Feb. 25. 

Presenter Claude Ducloux is a
veteran attorney and Director of
Education with the ACBA partners at
LawPay. He is board certified in
Civil Trial Law and Appellate Law
and peppers his presentations with
anecdotes from over 40 years of trial
experience.

“We recognize that many of our
members work at solo practices and
small firms and don’t routinely go to
trial,” said Brian Knavish, ACBA’s
Director of Marketing and Media
Relations. “We wanted to provide an
opportunity for members to brush up
on their trial skills so they’re sharp
when the time comes.”

Nearly half of ACBA members are
solo attorneys or work at small firms,
Knavish said. 

“This course helps you, first of all,
decide whether it’s prudent for you
and your client to go to court and then

Continued on page 10 Continued on page 10

VIRTUAL GAME

ACBA members are encouraged to join the experts from the Mad Genius Escape Company
for an interactive escape game.  Work with your fellow members

and a live clue master to solve a quirky, interactive puzzle.

 
Visit ACBA.org for more.  Sponsored by xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

E S C A P E  T H E  W I N T E R  B L U E S

T H U R S D A Y ,  F E B R U A R Y  2 5   |   5  P. M .
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Pittsburgh law office design poised to
see short-term and long-term changes
By Dan Adamski

Even on the brink of a COVID-19
vaccination, many commercial building
owners and occupiers are questioning
whether some businesses will actually
return to the office. Over the last ten
months, most local firms shirked the
traditional 8-to-5, in-office work style
for a fully remote experience. 

While the shift was meant to be
temporary until health and safety
guidelines lifted, companies across
sectors realized that working from
home was not only functional, but
some employees even increased
productivity thanks to increased
flexibility, limited office distractions
and no commutes.

Does this signify the end of the
office? Far from it. In reality, offices
will always be invaluable hubs of
company culture, team collaboration,
problem-solving and career development.
A JLL survey of 3,000 office users
revealed that 44 percent of respondents
ranked “human interaction and
socializing with coworkers” as the
most missed benefit of going into the
office, followed closely by accessibility
to a professional environment and
collective face-to-face work.

Bringing employees back to the
office is also crucial for attracting and
retaining top talent, as well as
maintaining a positive company culture. 

The future of the office is all about
designing space with purpose – for
better human interaction, more focus
on employee needs and zero wasted
space.

So, what does that mean for law
firms in Pittsburgh?

Pittsburgh’s savvy law firms 
can capitalize on economic
opportunities

Many firms are putting real estate
decisions on hold until the market
demonstrates greater stability. However,
those that can make decisions now –
whether negotiating renewals, asking
for extensions or even buying or
leasing new space – will be at an
economic advantage as landlords seek
their next deal in a difficult market.

That said, some organizations are
seeking creative solutions in the short
term that bring safe numbers of people
together for productivity without the
investment of a new downtown
headquarters. Options include satellite
offices in locations nearer large

concentrations of employees to
reduce commute times, regional hubs
and flexible and remote work options.

Since COVID, employees’ shifting
priorities are influencing these new
investments: Thirty-one percent of
employees in a recent survey reported
that a new priority since the start of
the pandemic is commuting less while
working locally. Furthermore, the two
top tasks employees think are better
done in the office are having meetings
and engaging with management or
managing a team. 

Understanding and making decisions
based on these employee preferences
can guide firm leadership to make
real estate decisions that are
economically sound from both the
space investment and employee
retention standpoints – both costly
angles to ignore.

The traditional office design –
and function – will change

For firms that are planning
redesigns or new spaces, the final
product may be different than what
you’re used to seeing in the law sector’s
standard corporate space. Over the
last decade, many offices shifted away
from individual offices and cubes with
high partitions to denser, open floor
plans where the need for collaboration
drove design. 

However, the social distancing
requirements and heightened focus on
health and safety measures that came
with COVID-19 have many companies
looking instead to de-densification,
greater square footage per person and
accommodating a hybrid workforce.

One example of purposeful design
is the new Pittsburgh office of Perkins
Eastman, an architecture firm that
pivoted at the outset of the pandemic
to focus on flexibility, a smaller – but
smarter – footprint, a reflection of the
“hub and spoke” workplace model and
adaptable space planning guidelines.

The result? 

“The new office is a reimagined hub,
supporting collaboration, mentorship,
and culture-building that cannot be
realized from the comfort of home,”
said Jeff Young, AIA, Co-Managing
Principal of the Pittsburgh studio and
a leader in the firm’s workplace and
commercial practice areas.

Firms should expect to see and
implement more features that accom-
modate hybrid teams or rotational
scheduling. For example, there will be
less of a need for dedicated individual
desks since many employees will
maintain a work-from-home presence
at least part of the time. Instead, there
will be more focus on spaces that are
used for face-to-face team collaboration
and client meetings: pods, training and
conference facilities, white-board rooms
and other features that spur and enhance
dialogue and ideation among teams. 

Tenant demands will focus on
safety and experience

While perks like lounges, cafes and
event space will remain popular, many
companies are now focusing on
amenities that restore confidence in
returning to the office. 

To accomplish that, landlords are
looking into upgrades like efficient HVAC
systems (including those with UV light
cleaning systems), expansive outdoor
space and touchless technology on doors,
faucets and other shared surfaces.

Any upgrade that makes a building
safer and healthier will be prioritized
by tenants.

Although law firms across Pittsburgh
have become accustomed to a fully or
partially remote setup through 2020,
it’s not expected to stay that way.
Client meeting needs, team collaboration
requirements, mentoring junior
associates and all of the company
benefits that arise from a well-
appointed office space will cement
Pittsburgh’s law firm presence in the
downtown and surrounding areas.

To learn more about what to expect
in the workplace post-COVID-19,
download the JLL report, The Future
of Global Office Demand, at
http://bit.ly/2NuWznm. n

Dan Adamski is the Senior Managing
Director of JLL.

L A W  P R A C T I C E  M A N A G E M E N T

Find this page helpful? Want more
information and resources to help 
you run your practice? Check out the
ACBA’s Law Practice Management Center
at ACBA.org/PracticeManagement.

LOCAL. EXPERIENCED. TRUSTED.

Your Financial Partner for Life.

Investment products are not FDIC insured, not guaranteed by the bank, may lose value,  
are not a bank deposit and are not insured by any federal government agency.

1-800-837-2265 • AmeriServ.com/Wealth-Management

Serving clients since 1911.
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United Steelworkers Building 
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Suite 100, Pittsburgh, PA 15222

WILKINS TWP. 
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201 Penn Center Boulevard
Suite 200, Pittsburgh, PA 15235

GREENSBURG 
140 S. Main Street, Suite 202

Greensburg, PA 15601

JOHNSTOWN 
216 Franklin Street

Johnstown, PA 15901

       

(412) 281-4340

info@golawllc.com

www.golawllc.com

Goldsmith & Ogrodowski, LLC

247 Fort Pitt Boulevard
5th Floor
Pittsburgh, PA 15222

Admitted in PA, WV & OH

Insurance Bad 
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Admiralty 
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& Death
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may be denied relief under the
foreclosure moratorium and right to
request forbearance (15 U.S.C. §9056),
the forbearance of mortgage payments
for multifamily properties (15 U.S.C.
§9057) and the temporary moratorium
on eviction filings (15 U.S.C. §9058). 

Chapter 13 Discharge

Section 1328 of the Bankruptcy
Code is amended to give the courts
discretion to grant a discharge to a
Chapter 13 debtor even if a debtor has
defaulted on not more than three
monthly residential mortgage payments.
This provision would allow the debtor
to exit the bankruptcy case with a
discharge of other non-mortgage
debts even though mortgage payments
are not fully cured, but it would not
relieve the debtor of the obligation to
tender the payments and, in fact,
failure to do so puts the debtor at risk
that the lender will seek to exercise
state court remedies post-discharge.

PPP Loans to Debtors

The previous Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security Act
(CARES Act) enacted in March of
2020 created the PPP, but the Small
Business Administration (SBA) – the
agency charged with administering
the program – refused eligibility to
debtors in bankruptcy. Much litigation
ensued, and the outcome has been
inconsistent among the federal circuits.
The CCA of 2021 amends the Bankruptcy
Code to permit PPP loans to certain
debtors, but only if the SBA Adminis-
trator sends a letter to the Director of
the Executive Office for United States
Trustee agreeing to grant SBA loans
in bankruptcy. Even then, the loans
will only be available to Subchapter V
small business debtors, Chapter 12
family farmer debtors, and self-
employed Chapter 13 debtors.

Assuming the SBA sends the
aforementioned letter, debtors in
bankruptcy would now be able to
pursue PPP loans on an expedited
schedule. The legislation voids
contractual provisions and applicable

non-bankruptcy law that might prohibit
a debtor from incurring additional
debt, and it grants administrative
priority status to PPP loans while
preserving the temporal repayment
term of the loan. Much depends on the
Biden administration and the new
SBA Administrator as to whether such
a letter will be issued.

In addition, some lenders are
engaging in the argument that the
filing of a bankruptcy case acts as a
violation of the loan and can make
loan forgiveness more difficult.

Preferences

In bankruptcy, payments made to
creditors in the 90 days prior to a case
filing are subject to potential recapture
by a trustee. The Bankruptcy Code seeks
to level the playing field amongst
creditors by recovering payments
made to creditors who were ‘preferred.’
The CCA of 2021 amends Section 547
of the Bankruptcy Code to encourage
landlords and goods and services
vendors to accommodate distressed
tenants and customers through
reduced risk of preference exposure.
The legislation would bar avoidance of
payments made to landlords and
suppliers to catch up past defaults.
Numerous terms and conditions apply
and documentation is crucial.

Customs Duties

Customs brokers perform a vital
function in international trade by
advancing payment of estimated
duties to the U.S. Customs and Border
Protection on behalf of importers. But
those payments are subject to preference
actions in bankruptcy, in which case a
trustee, if successful, could clawback
payments made on behalf of an
importer even though the customs
broker only served as a pass through
entity. The CCA of 2021 amends
Section 507(d) of the Bankruptcy
Code so that a customs broker that
pays the U.S. government a customs
duty on behalf of a bankrupt importer
is subrogated to the government’s
priority status under Section

507(b)(8)(F) for customs duties. As a
result, trustees will not be able to seek
repayment from the customs broker.
In turn, customs brokers will be less
inclined to refuse to advance or
guarantee payments of customs duties
to the federal government.

Subchapter V Debtors

Subchapter V business debtors
experiencing material financial hardship
due to the pandemic now have an
expanded window of time under
Section 365(d) during which they are
excused from paying rent while they
decide to assume or reject a nonresi-
dential real estate lease – from 60 to
120 days. The bill does not appear to
extend the March 27, 2021, sunset of
the expanded $7.5 million debt limit to
qualify as a small business under
Subchapter V, a provision which
appeared in the earlier CARES Act.

Unexpired Non-Residential Real
Property Leases

Debtors-in-possession now have
210 days from the petition date to assume
or reject unexpired nonresidential
leases – up from 120 days provided by
Section 365(d)(4)(A) of the Bankruptcy
Code.

Supplemental Mortgage 
Proofs of Claim

The CCA of 2021 allows mortgage
servicers to file supplemental proofs
of claim for mortgage payments
deferred or otherwise modified under
the previous CARES Act even though
the bar date has passed. The supplement
must include a description of the
modification and be filed within 120
days after the end of the modification.

Chapter 13 Plan Modification

The CCA of 2021 allows mortgage
servicers, the court or any party in
interest to seek modification of a
confirmed Chapter 13 plan to account
for deferred payments under the
previous CARES Act. This provision will
help ensure that cases are sufficiently
funded for earlier deferrals before the
end of their plan terms.

Student Loan Payments

Under the initial CARES Act,
eligible federal student loans were
placed into a penalty free forbearance
until October 2020. That deadline was
later extended by Executive Order
until January 31, 2021. The CCA of
2021 initially had talk of further
extensions, but these were not included
in the final bill. Instead, an Executive
Order issued by President Biden
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The bill also provides a boost in
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program (SNAP) benefits by 15 percent
to those eligible, provides additional
funding to food banks, and dedicates
$11 billion to support childcare programs.

In terms of impact on consumer
bankruptcy filings, the Act’s housing
provisions are arguably the most
impactful on holding back the expected
consumer filing deluge. The legislation
provides for $25 billion in rental
assistance, prioritized for those
experiencing unemployment, those in
low income brackets, and those at risk
for housing instability or homelessness.
The aid is non-taxable.

Notably, the legislation also extended
the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention’s (CDC’s) eviction moratorium
until January 31, 2021. An Executive
Order signed by President Joseph Biden
has further extended this moratorium
until March 31, 2021 in addition to the
foreclosure moratorium in place for
federally backed mortgage loans.

While the intent of the housing
provisions is to prevent the further
spread of COVID-19, the practical
effect on bankruptcy filings is the
application of downward pressure on
the number of filings, as the need to
stop a foreclosure or eviction becomes
less exigent.

As to the business community, the
legislation provides $325 million for
small business relief including $284
billion in additional loans through the
Paycheck Protection Program (PPP)
which exhausted its prior funding in
August 2020. Even more, the new
legislation makes a number of notable
changes to the PPP including simplifying
the PPP application process, expanding
the expenses for which the PPP
forgivable funds can be used, and
expanding loan amounts for businesses
in the hotel and food services industries.
It also allows certain small businesses,
with less than 200 employees, that have
experienced a 25 percent reduction in
quarterly gross receipts to receive a
second forgivable PPP loan.

Other specific bankruptcy related
provisions include the following:

Utilities

Section 366 of the Bankruptcy Code
is amended to prohibit utility companies
from terminating service for individual
debtors who cannot provide adequate
assurance of future performance, so
long as that individual becomes and
remains current within 20 days of the
bankruptcy filing.

No Discrimination Permitted
Based on Bankruptcy Filing

Section 525 of the Bankruptcy Code
is amended to provide that no person

CONSOLIDATED APPROPRIATIONS ACT  
continued from front page

Jana S. Pail Abagale Steidl

Continued on page 10
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COVID-19 has increased waiting times for SSDI and SSD
By Adam N. Quatrini

The Social Security Administration
(SSA) was not spared from the
unprecedented disruption brought to
bear by the global pandemic. For
severely impaired individuals seeking
their hard-earned social security
disability insurance (SSDI) and
supplemental security income (SSI)
benefits, the pandemic has tacked on
months to an already painstakingly
long process, disrupted the continuity
of medical treatment for claimants,
prevented individuals from attending
a live hearing, and disturbed the delicate
attorney-client relationship.  

At the initial application level, the
problem lies at the feet of the private
entity contracted by the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania (who runs the initial
application process through the
Department of Labor) to conduct
in-person consultative medical
examinations. While many locations
of this entity exist, the Pittsburgh
office draws from a large geographic
area, requiring many individuals
with physical and mental 
impairments to drive over an hour – to
the heart of Oakland – for cursory
examinations. 

Beyond waiting months for an
appointment, many claimants have
reported nightmarish experiences.
For instance, claimants receive a call
that their appointment has been
cancelled halfway through their trip
to Pittsburgh. Worse yet, claimants
show up and wait for hours only to
find out that the physician called off that
day. A client of ours was involuntarily
rescheduled five times! 

Beyond waiting for SSA to schedule
medical evaluations, the backlog of
medical care for claimants presents a
troubling evidentiary issue. Without
in-person examinations, diagnostic
testing, and surgical consults, clients
are not only left without the tools
necessary to improve their health,
they are also losing the tools to prove
their case. Beyond evidentiary
considerations, the interruption of
mental health appointments has been
especially worrisome for individuals
reliant on predictable and consistent
medical attention.  

Even the mundane but important
task of ordering medical records has
been upended, as hospital systems
and third-party record management
companies rely on a remote work-
force to process requests. Delays of
60 to 90 days for medical records
are routine.

Separate from the initial delay and
evidentiary dilemma, SSA has backed

claimants into a strategic nightmare
for their administrative law judge
hearing: conduct the appeal hearing
by phone, or, keep waiting for an
undisclosed amount of time for a live
or video hearing. For claimants and
counsel, this decision is fraught with
emotional and financial implication:
While phone hearings do not provide
the judge with a live, palpable
appreciation of a claimant’s limitations,
additional delay in the process can
prove medically and financially
ruinous. For perspective, from 2008 to
2019, 110,000 people died waiting for
a social security disability hearing.
And, from 2014 to 2019, another
50,000 people had to file for bankruptcy
waiting for a hearing before an
administrative law judge.

With stakes this high, clients are
understandably anxious and frustrated.
Accordingly, it is necessary for counsel
to know where the disruptions lie and
to set expectations at the initial client
meeting. But even this important step
has been hampered by the halt of most
in-person appointments. Make no
mistake, there is no substitute for an
in-person client consultation. This live
meeting allows both parties to assess
body language and genuineness. And,
for the practitioner, an opportunity to
develop rapport and earn the client’s
trust. The impersonal nature of a
phone conversation, or video call,
presents pitfalls. Inevitably, akin to
electronic mail, your message and
tone can be easily misinterpreted.
Now more than ever, it is incumbent
upon counsel to take extra time to
listen, communicate empathy, and
articulate a realistic roadmap forward.

For those claimants that can no
longer wait for a video or live hearing,
the challenges of telephonic hearings
are unique. Direct examination demands
more robust client preparation and a
direct, polished line of questioning.
Additionally, because administrative law
judges lack the benefit of in-person
assessment, it is counsel’s responsibility
to humanize the client, utilizing letters
or testimony from family, friends, or
former employers. Sensitive, sometimes
heart-breaking questions are required
to elicit emotional responses that
convey how the medical impairments
have affected the claimant’s ability to
work and their quality of life.       

In sum, the COVID crisis has
increased waiting times and created
logistical headaches. Now more than
ever, practitioners will have to advocate
for their clients. This may include direct
communication with a physician’s
office to schedule an appointment for
your client, or, complete a referral to a
specialist. It will require you to
leverage your professional networks
for creative solutions. You owe it to your
client to be respectfully persistent. 

Lastly, the systemic issues embedded
at the SSA that create these life-altering
delays will be present long after the
pandemic. As advocates, it is our
responsibility to document our experi-
ences and share them with advocacy
groups and to encourage our clients to
inform their legislative representatives
of the hardships created by a ponderous
federal disability system. n
Adam Quatrini is an attorney at
QuatriniRafferty and represents injured
workers in Workers’ Compensation and
Social Security Disability/SSI claims.

Adam N. Quatrini
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Law firms change marketing strategy during pandemic
By Meg Huwar

In March of last year, I received a
phone call from one of our law firm
clients who said they decided to pull
back on their marketing for a while.
They didn’t know what was going to
happen with the pandemic and
wanted to “stay under the radar for a
few months.”

That thinking was shared by many. 
In-person meetings and events came

to a halt, and traditional relationship
and event marketing stopped. And it
didn’t look like they would restart
anytime soon. If we couldn’t count on
relationship selling, we needed to find
another way. 

As law firm marketers, we didn’t
have a playbook for how to market
during a pandemic, so we were figuring
it out as we went along. 

And as the pandemic dragged on, it
became clear that not doing any
marketing at all could lead to
devastating results.

It also became clear that people
were turning to the internet for news

and entertainment. With businesses
working remotely, and restaurants,
sporting events and gyms closed
down, people were going online for
everything. While they were binging
Netflix, and ordering their groceries
from an app, they were also researching
everything from how to update a
will, to how their business could file
for bankruptcy. 

As folks turned to the internet for
answers, it provided law firms with a
unique opportunity. If they could
provide those answers, they could reel
in new clients. 

That’s when most law firms made
the move to creating more content and
bolstering their online presence. 

Moving to Online Platforms 

Most law firms started creating
content at record speed. Prior to the
pandemic, firms that posted one or
two blogs a week, started writing and
posting daily. They also shared their
content via email marketing and
social media. 

One firm started posting daily to
LinkedIn and saw engagement go up
significantly. Many attorneys updated
their LinkedIn profiles for the first
time in years and even started engaging
with the platform on a regular basis.

Email marketing became an important
marketing tool. It allowed firms to
communicate with clients and potential
clients and send specific messages to
specific audiences. It allowed firms to
directly address their clients’ needs
due to the pandemic and subsequent
lockdowns.

Estate and elder law firms that
traditionally generated new clients
through in-person, educational events,
transitioned to online webinars. For
one of our elder law firm clients, we
started using more digital tools to
promote their webinars and found
that registrations and attendance
soared. Unfortunately, the immediate
conversions weren’t as successful as
the in-person events, but we are in the
process of revamping the content and
calls-to-action to increase conversions.
We’re also sending email campaigns
to people who attended past events so
we can nurture relationships that will
convert over time. 

The transition to digital platforms
led many attorneys to improve their
online presence. They wanted training
on social media and how to utilize
tools like Zoom and Microsoft Teams. 

Finally, the pandemic forced many
law firms to take a hard look at their
websites. Some firms built new sites,
while other firms performed major
upgrades. They were posting fresh
content on a regular basis, providing
updates as to whether they were

working in the office or remotely, and
adding clear and specific calls-to-
action. This transformed their websites
into lead generators.

The Effects of Digital Marketing

The increased content creation and
digital communication resulted in
firms positioning themselves as
experts in their fields. It meant they
could enhance their brand awareness
and highlight attorneys and their
specific areas of expertise. 

Blog posts, social media and email
marketing allowed attorneys to create
connections with clients and potential
clients that didn’t exist before. They
were able to nurture those relationships
in new ways.

Moving Forward

When the pandemic ends, and we move
into a new normal, will we return to the
ways of pre-pandemic marketing? Or
will we continue with the new and
innovative practices we started in 2020?

Most likely, it will be a combination
of both. Using online marketing to
position the firm and attorneys as
experts and to generate leads –
combined with the personal touch of
relationship building – will likely yield
higher results than either strategy can
do without the other. 

Together, a digital and in-person
relationship strategy will be a powerful
combination for law firms that choose
to employ it. n

Meg Huwar is the owner of Brand

Accelerator.

Wonder if your decisions, legal advice or
other professional actions are ethical?

Members can get consultation on their
legal actions and potential actions through
the ACBA Professional Ethics Hotline.
See ACBA.org/OfficerAssignments for details.
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The Annual Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Prayer Breakfast and
Program was held virtually this year streaming via Zoom, YouTube and
Facebook on Jan. 18. The Homer S. Brown Division (HSBD) honored
Tracey McCants Lewis as the 2021 Drum Major for Justice. Lewis
dedicated her award in honor of her mother, “a true servant leader.”

MLK Prayer Program

HSBD Chair Regina Wilson reflected on the legacy of Martin Luther
King Jr. and how we can be a service to others especially in these
current times.

“What can we do to eradicate injustice?” HSBD Chair-Elect Morgan
Moody left us with inspiring closing remarks.

“Fair. Action. Truth.”
ACBA President 
Elizabeth Hughes
spoke of the qualities
of 2021 Drum Major
for Justice Awardee
Tracey McCants
Lewis.
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The premise of Boobano Farm is
that a colony of small purple ants with
weird antennas lives in the crease of a
graham cracker. When some campers
make s’mores and crunch on the
cracker, the ants are scattered. As
they try to make their way back home,
they encounter obstacles, solve
puzzles, and get pieces that help take
them to their next journey. 

Players bond with other players as
they explore the quirky world and
work together to solve clever puzzles,
all to help the Boobanos make their
journey home.

“In this small, small world, there
are all kinds of magical creatures,”
Lewis said. “It’s very lighthearted. It’s
humorous.”

The interactive puzzle game, led by
a live clue master, allows people to see
each other and the game. As someone
moves an object within the room,
everyone can see what’s happening.

“If I move the spoon from one side
of the table to another, you’ll see me
drag it across the screen,” Lewis said.

Giesy had the chance to participate
in one of the two games that Mad
Genius Escape Co. offers. The other is
“The Truth About Edith,” designed
for four players.

“It was really fun,” she said. “It
was a nice way to do something with
friends and think we were actually
together.”

To join, each player needs a
computer with a keyboard and either
Google Chrome or Firefox as an
internet browser. The event is limited
to 25 people. 

To RSVP, visit ACBA.org/calendar.
Anyone registered who finds they
have to cancel should contact Giesy at

VIRTUAL ESCAPE ROOM  
continued from page 4

how to analyze the case, how to present
the case, including preparing your
evidence and witnesses, and then how
to perform in court,” Ducloux said. 

A small-firm attorney originally
suggested the topic to Ducloux after
attending another CLE course. The
result is a roadmap to the civil trial
experience, from setting the client’s
expectations to delivering the closing
statement. 

“The first thing I always say is you
need to understand the economics of
going to court. Make sure you’ve given
your client options to avoid court,”
Ducloux said. 

From there, he’ll offer a preliminary
checklist for limitations, venue,
consideration of adding parties and
early deals to consider. Ducloux walks
through elements of proof – including
how to attack them from the defense
side – assembling evidence and the
ethics of presenting evidence. The
program also offers techniques for
crafting impactful opening and closing
statements that fit into a trial theme.

Participants will receive several
trial preparation forms to use through-
out the process. One keeps track of
evidence and the court’s rulings.
Another helps lawyers create contingency
plans for potential pitfalls, whether
it’s backing up technology or ensuring
a key witness arrives on time.

“It’s how to prepare witnesses, how
to instruct your client to behave, what
documents to have ready to go before
you even set foot in the courtroom,
and what are inexpensive techniques
to show your evidence,” Ducloux said.

CLE WEBINAR
continued from page 4

412-402-6613 or agiesy@acba.org to
free up the spot. n

“All of these little things you can do to
get ready for trial.”

Throughout the course, Ducloux
emphasizes real-world lessons from
his time in the courtroom. 

He resides in Austin, Texas, and is
a national speaker and presenter. He
has traveled across the country
presenting CLEs in-person for bar
associations when it was safe to do so,
and he now presents countless such
seminars via webinar. Over the past
five years alone, he has instructed
over 400 courses for bar associations
and attorneys across the country.

He started his career as Assistant
General Counsel for the State Bar of
Texas. A licensed attorney in Texas,
California and Colorado, he practiced
in both small and large firms before
joining with three partners to found
Hill, Ducloux, Carnes & de la Garza,
where he practiced for 26 years. 

Ducloux has served as president of
the Austin Bar Association and chair
of the Texas Bar Foundation. He
speaks regularly on legal ethics, law
office management and trial-related
topics. 

In 2011, he received the Gene
Cavin Award for Lifetime Excellence
in CLE from the State Bar of Texas.

Ducloux joined LawPay in 2016 as
its Director of Education, Ethics and
State Compliance and continues to
practice law.  

“(Lawyers) love to hear my war
stories from trial. My goal is to make
things understandable and to have at
least three takeaways,” Ducloux said.
“You might give them 60 good ideas,
but have three things in there that
every lawyer says, ‘I need to go and
look at the way I’m doing this, or I
need to change the way I’m doing that,
or I need to add this new clause to my
contracts …’”

The course offers one hour of
Ethics CLE credit in Pennsylvania and
also qualifies for one hour of credit
under the West Virginia Rules for
Mandatory Continuing Legal Education.
Pre-registration runs through Feb. 23;
register at the ACBA online calendar
at ACBA.org/calendar. n

extends the forbearance period to
September 2021.

The CCA of 2021 contains many
provisions that directly, and indirectly,
impact commercial and consumer
bankruptcy debtors and certainly
deserves a review. n

Jana S. Pail serves as counsel at
Whiteford, Taylor, Preston, LLP practicing
in corporate restructurings and
insolvency litigation and can be
reached at jpail@wtplaw.com. Abagale
Steidl is an associate at Steidl &
Steinberg, PC where she practices
Chapter 7 and 13 consumer bankruptcy law
and can be reached at asteidl@steidl-
steinberg.com.
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Office Depot, OfficeMax discounts
Through the ACBA’s partnership with
Office Depot and OfficeMax, individual
members and entire firms can enjoy
discounts of up to 55 percent on the
purchase of office supplies and 
discounts of up to 70 percent on 
printing and copying services. Firms
that spend $6,000 or more on office
supplies annually are eligible for 
additional discounts. For more information
or to enroll, see www.ACBA.org/
OfficeDepot or contact David Jarvis at
David.Jarvis@officedepot.com.
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The ACBA has more than 100 previously recorded O N L I N E  C L E s  in dozens of practice areas ready to be viewed 
24/7 from anywhere at cle.acba.org. View anytime, anywhere.

Earn CLE credits in real-time with our  L I V E  W E B I N A R  C L E s  virtually via Zoom. Register today at ACBA.org.

CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION from the
ALLEGHENY COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION

The ACBA is now
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West Virginia CLE provider.

#ElderLaw – An Overview of Elder Law
1 Substantive, 1 Ethics credits

2019-2020 Case Law Update
1 Substantive credit

A Behind the Scenes Look at a Residential Real Estate Transaction 
2 Substantive credits

A History of the United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
Western District of Pennsylvania in Notable Cases
1 Substantive credit

A Look at the Ethics of Physical Evidence at a Crime Scene
1 Ethics credit

A Look at the Updated ACBA Advance Directive Forms
1 Ethics credit

A Primer on COVID19-related Business Interruption Insurance 
Coverage in Pa.
1 Substantive credit

A Woman’s Place in the Legal Profession
1 Ethics credit

Alcoholic Beverages and Nonpro�t Organizations
1 Substantive credit

Alimony: Expert Views on Need, Amount and Duration
2 Substantive credits

Allegheny County Voir Dire in 2020
1 Substantive, 1 Ethics credits

An Introduction to Telemedicine and the Future of Patient Care 
1 Substantive credit

An Overview of Trusts 
2 Substantive credits

Are You Lawyering or Laboring
1 Substantive credit

Are Your PC and Data Secure – What Cyber Security Means to 
Today’s Lawyer
2 Substantive credits

Asylum Law for Non-Immigration Lawyers
2 Substantive credits

Attorney O�ce Space – Options and Considerations
1 Substantive credit

Bankruptcy Basics for the Non-Bankruptcy Practitioner
2 Substantive credits

Bankruptcy Court Update – How COVID-19 Changed the 
Landscape of Bankruptcy Practice
1 Substantive credit

Behind the Mask: How to E�ectively Try a Case in a Pandemic
2 Substantive credits

Best Practices for Working with Intellectual Property 
Damages Experts
1 Substantive credit

Biggest Mistakes Made by Trial Lawyers
1 Substantive credit

Client Conversations that Connect Planning & Philanthropy
1 Substantive credit

Commercial Real Estate: A House of Cards?
1 Substantive credit

Constitutional Rights in the Digital Age – Is There an App for That
2 Substantive credits

Consumer Hodgepodge
1 Substantive credit

Contract Drafting Overview: Tips & Tricks for Corporate Attorneys
1 Substantive credit

Coronavirus and Your Mental Health
1 Ethics credit

Corporate Law for the Non-Corporate Attorney – In the COVID 
Economy and Beyond
1 Substantive credit

COVID in Schools from the Perspective of Pa. Teachers
1 Substantive, 1 Ethics credits

Covid-19 Tax Update
1 Substantive credit

Criminal Law for the Non-Criminal Attorney
1 Substantive credit

Crisis Communication: A Guide for Safeguarding Brand Equity 
Amid COVID-19
1.5 Substantive credits

Diversity and Inclusion in Probate and Trust Practice
1.5 Ethics credits

Divorce Law 101
1 Substantive credit

Does Your Brand Have Bandwidth 
1 Substantive credit

Education in the Era of COVID-19 
1 Substantive credit

E�ects of Trauma and Stress on Our Lives
1 Ethics credit

Electronic Evidence: Collecting, Preserving and Reviewing 
Critical Information
1 Substantive credit

Emeritus Status in Pennsylvania
1 Ethics credit

Environmental Law Update – 2020 Year in Review
1 Substantive credit

Environmental Site Assessments and the New All Appropriate 
Inquiry Rule
1 Substantive credit

Equitable Distribution of Oil, Gas and Mineral Rights in Family Law
1.5 Substantive credits

Ethical Considerations in Drafting Contracts
1 Ethics credit

Ethical Considerations in Family Law Custody Litigation
2 Ethics credits

Ethical Considerations When Lawyers Make Lateral Moves
1 Ethics credit

Fair Housing Rights and Responsibilities: Reasonable Accommodations
1 Substantive credit

Financial Planning Strategies for Attorneys Nearing Retirement
1 Substantive credit

Force Majeure and Defenses to Contract Performance in the 
COVID Landscape
1 Substantive credit

Fraud Prevention, Detection and Control
1 Ethics, 2 Substantive credits 

From Old School Bigotry to Implicit Bias – The Science of 
Racial Disparity
1.5 Substantive credits

Helping Your Law Practice Thrive During the Pandemic
1 Substantive credit

How ‘Our Family Wizard’ Can Bene�t the Parties/Court in 
Custody Litigation
1 Substantive credit

 How Patent Infringement May Shape COVID-19 Vaccine Development
1 Substantive credit

Impairment in the Legal Profession and What YOU Can Do About It
1 Ethics credit

In the Squared Circle: 30 Years of Representing WWE
2 Substantive credits

Jury Selection and Management: An Engineered Group 
Dynamics Approach
2 Substantive credits

LGBT Employment Rights in the United States
1 Substantive credit

Labor and The Steel Bar: Pittsburgh Lawyers and the Fate of the NLRB
1 Substantive credit

Landlord-Tenant Mediation and Pro-Bono Training
4 Substantive credits

Law Firm Metrics for Strategic Decision-Making Success
1 Substantive credit

Leveraging Change Management Principles to Optimize 
Legal Technology
1 Substantive credit

Life Care Plans, Medical Cost Projections & Special Damages Reports
1 Substantive credit

Life of a Labor Contract: After the Collective Bargaining 
Agreement is Signed
2 Substantive credits

Maintaining a Professional Law Practice While Running 
a Successful Business
1 Substantive credit

Making Government Bene�ts Work for You: Understanding 
Social Security & Medicare
1.5 Substantive credits

Marijuana and Synthetic Cannabinoids: High-lights of the Science
1 Substantive credit

Mediation in the Time of COVID-19
1 Substantive credit

Medicare Simpli�ed: What Retirees Need to Know about Medicare
1 Substantive credit

Meet You in [Corporate] Hell!
1 Substantive credit

Motivational Interview Techniques to Encourage E�ective Co-Parenting
1 Substantive credit

Navigating Employment Laws and Caregiver Needs in COVID Era
1 Substantive credit

Navigating Remote Depositions
1 Substantive credit

New Essential Changes to Pa. Guardianship Practice
1 Substantive credit

Oil and Gas Insurance Basics
1 Substantive credit

Optimizing COVID-19 Readiness & Organizational Response
1.5 Substantive credits

Pittsburgh Real Estate Market Overview
1 Substantive credit

Planning an Exit Strategy for Lawyers of All Ages
3 Ethics credits

POWER Act Pro Bono Representation for Survivors of Domestic Violence
1 Ethics credit

Preparing and Presenting Demonstrative Evidence
1 Ethics credit

Preparing to Examine Vocational Experts
1 Substantive, 0.5 Ethics credits

Presenting with Impact: How to Hit Your Points While Keeping 
Them Awake
1 Substantive credit

QDROs and like Orders For Dividing Retirement Plans in Divorce
2 Substantive credits

Race and College Admissions
2 Substantive credits

Remote Work and Mobile Devices: Is Your Data Safe?
1 Substantive credit

Right-to-Know Law for the non-Right-to-Know Law Attorney
1 Substantive credit

Shifting Landscapes: Adapting Your Firm to Emerging Liability Threats
1 Ethics credit

Supreme Court Update: Cases of Interest to Labor and 
Employment Practitioners
1 Substantive credit

Tax Planning in the Post-Election World
1 Substantive credit

Tax Update: Long-Awaited Final & Proposed Section 163(j) Regulations
1 Substantive credit

Technology in Your Practice
1 Substantive credit

The ABCs of CBAs in Pro Sports
1 Substantive credit

The Biology and Psychology of Decision Making
1 Ethics credit

The Continued Evolution of Title IX: Highlights of the New Regulations
1 Substantive credit

The Do’s and Don’ts of Family Law Master’s Practice
2 Substantive credits

The E�ect of the Opioid Crisis on Families and Children 
in Our Courtrooms
1.5 Ethics credits

The En Banc Process in Superior & Commonwealth Court
1 Substantive credit

The Fractured Relationship Between China and the United States
1 Substantive credit

The Honorable Roundtable
1 Substantive credit

The Impact of COVID-19 on Restaurant, Retail and 
Service-Industry Bankruptcy Cases
1 Substantive credit

The Impacts of COVID-19 on the Construction Industry
3 Substantive credits

The Latest in Accident Investigations, Evidence Gathering and 
EDR Analysis
1 Substantive credit

The Life of a Labor Contract: Negotiating the Contract
2 Substantive credits

The Numbers You Need to Know to Double Your Revenue
1 Substantive credit

The Partnership Track: Everything You Didn’t Learn in Law School
1 Substantive credit

The Past Present and Future of Amateurism in Division I 
College Athletics
1 Substantive credit

The Road Ahead: Our Autonomous Future
1.5 Substantive credits

The SBRA – Re�ections on the First Year and a Look Forward
1 Substantive credit

The SECURE Act and Retirement Planning
2 Substantive credits

The Tiger King Trial: Murder for Hire, the Prosecution of 
Joseph Maldonado-Passage
3 Substantive credits

The Toxicology of Opioids: What Attorneys Need to Know
1 Substantive credit

Tips and Tools to Tackle Vicarious Trauma
1.5 Ethics credits

Tips for Handling Unpaid Medical Bills and Liens in Workers’ Comp
1 Substantive, 1 Ethics credits

Top Secrets of Zoom Depositions, Teams Court & Online Meetings
1.5 Ethics credits

Toxicology Pearls for Attorneys
1 Substantive credit

Transitioning Your Practice: The Mind, the Money & the Rules
1 Ethics credit

U.S. Supreme Court Update
1 Substantive credit

Understanding Allegheny County Environmental Law 
with the ACHD
1 Substantive credit

Understanding Social Security Bene�ts for You and Your Clients
1 Substantive credit

Using Drones for Medical Purposes, Including COVID Response
1.5 Substantive credits

Voting Rights: A History of Disenfranchisement and What 
Lawyers Can Do
1 Substantive credit

Wake up With the Judges Program – Business of the Courts
1 Substantive credit

Water Law Update: 2020 Developments
1 Substantive credit

What to do When You’re Not in the Room Where it Happened
1 Ethics credit

What You Need to Know About Allegheny County Property 
Tax Assessment Appeals
1 Substantive credit

What You Need to Know About FLSA Collective Actions
1 Substantive credit

Where There is a WILL, There is a Way: Be a Steward for Inclusion
1.5 Ethics credits

Your Honor, You Erred Because...Navigating Rule 1925(b)
1 Substantive credit

Social Media in Litigation
Thursday, February 18  |  Noon
1 Ethics credit

Crisis Management: A Guide for E�ective 
Preparedness and Response
Friday, February 19  |  10 a.m.
2 Substantive credits

The Second Founding: A Historical Look at Race 
and the Law
Friday, February 19  |  1 p.m.
1 Substantive credit

Legal Issues Listing and Selling Real Estate 
Involving Oil and Gas
Tuesday, February 23  |  2 p.m.
3 Substantive credits

Malpractice and Cyber Liability Insurance 
Considerations for Lawyers
Wednesday, February 24  |  Noon
1 Substantive credit

Trial Preparation for Solos and Small Firm Attorneys
Thursday, February 25  |  Noon
1 Ethics credit

International Tax in the age of COVID
Friday, February 26  |  Noon
1 Substantive credit

Diversity is Everyone – Tell Us How to Do It 
and We’ll Do It
Wednesday, March 3  |  Noon
2 Ethics credits

How to Manage Student Debt During and After 
the COVID-19 Pandemic
Wednesday, March 10  |  Noon
1 Substantive credit

COVID-19 Impact on Litigation and Disputes:
A Forensic Accounting Perspective
Wednesday, March 17  |  Noon
1 Substantive credit
*Free for ACBA Members  |  Sponsored by BDO

Gambling: The Secret Addiction
Thursday, March 18  |  Noon
1 Ethics credit

F E B .  &  M A R C H  C L E s : Bridge the Gap
Friday, March 19  |  9 a.m.
5 Ethics credits

Ethical Considerations for Non-Pro�t Board Service
Tuesday, March 23  |  Noon
1 Ethics credit
 
Are You My Agent? Navigating Pa. Real Estate 
Licensees’ Duties to Buyers and Sellers
Wednesday, March 24  |  Noon
2 Substantive credits

Handling Tax Assessment and Exemption Appeals 
in Front of the Board of Viewers
Thursday, March 25  |  11 a.m.
2 Substantive credits
 
2021 Criminal Law Symposium
Friday, March 26  |  9 a.m.
3.5 Substantive, 2.5 Ethics credits

Destruction and Disposal of PFAS Substances – 
Regulations and Guidance
Tuesday, March 30  |  Noon
1 Substantive credit



News and Notes
David S. 

Pollock, founding
partner of Pitts-
burgh family law
firm Pollock Begg,
was reappointed to
the Supreme Court
of Pennsylvania’s
Domestic Relations
Procedural Rules
Committee for a
three-year term,
commencing Feb. 1.
His leadership roles

in many local, national and international
legal and community organizations are
a trademark of his extensive career
focusing on the economics of premarital
agreements, separation, divorce,
unmarried partners, equitable
distribution, support and alimony.

B e r n s t e i n -
Burkley, P.C., is
proud to announce
that managing
partner Kirk B.
Burkley has been
named Chairman
of the American
Board of Certifica-
tion for 2021. The
American Board
of Certification is
the nation’s 
premier legal 

specialty certification organization
that certifies attorneys as specialists
in business bankruptcy, consumer
bankruptcy, and creditors’ rights law. 
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David S. 
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B e r n s t e i n -
Burkley, P.C.,
Bankruptcy &
Restructuring part-
ner Keri P. Ebeck
was recently named
one of the Top 25
Women of Law by
DS News, recog-
nizing excellence
among female legal
minds. In December
2020, Ebeck became
certified in con-

sumer bankruptcy by the American
Board of Certification, a process that
takes more than a year to complete
and includes a series of requirements,
including a 6-hour test, nine references
from attorneys, and a minimum of 60
hours of CLEs within 36 months prior to
the date of the Long Form Application. 

William M.
Andersen has been
named as a Share-
holder and Director
of Sherrard, Ger-
man & Kelly, P.C.
Andersen is a
member of the firm’s
Corporate and Real
Estate Services
Groups. He coun-
sels companies and
individuals in con-
nection with a

variety of transactional and risk
management matters. Andersen has
extensive experience representing business
and property owners in all aspects of
leasing, acquisitions, dispositions, due dili-
gence, commercial contracts and disputes. 

Bar Briefs

Lawyers’ Mart

Visit  us today at ACBA.org.

APPRAISALS
ANTIQUE AUTO APPRAISALS for all vehicles 1900 to
2005. Expert Witness. Diminished Value. Certified 
Appraiser - K. Merusi. 412-731-2878.

ESTATE
PLANNING

IF YOUR CLIENTS ARE CONSIDERING CHARITABLE
GIVING as part of their estate planning The 
Pittsburgh Presbytery Foundation can provide a means
to support charitable work helping those in 
need throughout SW Pennsylvania. For more information
contact the Foundation at www.pghpresbytery.org/
pghpresbyterianfdn.htm or Rev. Dr. Douglas Portz at
412-323-1400 Ext 318.

OIL, GAS & MINERALS
ATTORNEY STEPHEN RALPH, PROFESSIONAL GEOLOGIST
Oil & Gas Transactions, Mediation, Asset Management
and Consulting. 724-519-8094. OilandGasMediation.com. 

OFFICE SPACE
OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE IN MT. LEBANON – Workspace
sharing designed for lawyers! Newly renovated:19 private
offices and shared 3 conference rooms, reception area,
kitchen and parking. Starting at $599/month. Daily,
weekly, virtual offices available. 412-253-4622 -
ogclaw.net/law-office-spaces.

PROCESS SERVICE
INVESTIGATING

THE IMPOSSIBLE WE DO RIGHT AWAY! MIRACLES
TAKE A LITTLE TIME. EMPIRE INVESTIGATION 412-921-
4046. Visit us on our website, www.empireinv.com.

In Memoriam
He is a graduate of Pennsylvania

State University where he majored in
political science. He also participated
with semester abroad at the American
University in Cairo, Egypt. He
graduated from the University of
Pittsburgh School of Law. He was a
longstanding partner at Mills &
Henry. He was passionate in pursuit of
many outdoor adventures.

His love for family and friends was
unsurpassed, as was his generosity
and desire to help anyone in need. A
natural leader, mentor, and teacher, he
was a positive influence for so many,
and he certainly left his mark on
the world. He was an amazing
husband, father, brother, son, and
very dear friend. n

Charles Patrick Jones 

Charles Patrick
Jones, 51, of
McCandless Town-
ship passed away
January 20, 2021,
after a courageous
battle with cancer.
He is survived by
his wife, Ann

Marie (Minard) and their loving
children, Beatrice Rose and Henry
Beaumont; mother, Mary (Mullee)
Jones; brother, Robert (Rebecca) Jones;
many loving nieces, nephews, and cousins.
Charles was preceded in death by his
daughter, Caroline Marie Jones, and
his father, Charles Vincent Jones.

Kirk B.
Burkley 

Keri P.
Ebeck 

William M.
Andersen  

Does your firm have extra clerical needs as
you transition back to working in your office?

Do you have an administrative project
you’ve been putting off?
THE ACBA CAN HELP.

Through this member benefit, attorneys and firms can get help
with administrative tasks from trained ACBA employees.

Collating, Mailing, Data Entry, Filing, and More.
All work is confidential. See ACBA.org/clerical for details.


